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Located in Kenya, one of the countries with the highest index of water scarcity world-
wide, the region of Turkana is particularly and alarmingly arid, poor and  warm. How 
can the underground water reserves recently discovered by using remote radial track-
ing technology and the analysis of satellite imagery in the region (See fig 1) improve 
water availability for the population?

WATEX© A REVOLUTIONARY METHOD

The method of hydrogeological exploration developed by the French company 
RTI, WATEX, recognized as a unique and effective method for tracking and iden-
tifying underground water in big surfaces, was used in the survey. Without the 
need of drilling the territory, the system identified the location of superficial and 
deep aquifers with a precision of 94% thanks to the combination of space-based 
remote-sensing, satellite imagery, geographical studies and climate and seis-
mic information.

THOSE WHO INHABIT TURKANA

Of the 900,000 people who live in Turkana, about 60% are nomad and dedicated 
to pastoralism, 35% are semi-nomad and the missing 5% are sedentary, who 
rely on agriculture. Taking into account the fact that agriculture is almost 
non-existent, that 43% of the population does not have access to potable water 
(See Fig. 5), and that water, sanitation and hygiene related illnesses are the 
major cause of hospitalization in children under age 5, it is clear to see why this 
is a humanitarian emergency.

HOW MUCH UNDERGROUND WATER WAS DISCOVERED

The groundwater reserves discovered can be divided into two categories, shal-
low alluvial aquifers (0-80m) and deep aquifers (+80m). In total, 248,250 cubic 
metres were found beneath the region. From this, 2,085 million flow closely to 
the surface. In Figures 3 and 5, the respective capacities of storage and location 
of the deep and superficial aquifers found, can be observed.  

THE WAY AHEAD

Without a doubt, the finding of such a significant amount of water lying under-
ground gives tremendous hopes not only to Turkana, but also to the whole nation 
(See Fig. 4). Bearing in mind the fact that the current reserves of water in the 
country's dams are 24.3 cubic kilometres, an increase of 900% of strategic water 
reserves in Kenya is calculated.

THE CHALLENGES

• The Kenyan Government should continue hydrogeological research within its 
territory,
• Establishing drilling regulations and laws in order to avoid over-exploitation 
and harmful activities, 
• Building national drilling capacities, changing the inadequate and underde-
veloped state in which it exists today,
• Investing on agricultural development,
• Launching projects and campaigns focused on assuring the water discov-
ered is reaching the communities who need it the most.

Figure 1: Explored area: 36,000 km2 delimitated by the red-colored line

Figure 2: Kenya’s Precipitation. One of the reasons for the region’s aridity is its low precipitation,
 which varies from 120mm to 430mm/m2

Figure 3: Aquifers discovered with their annual recharge (MCM/yr) and respective storage capacity
Figure 5: Shallow Alluvial Groundwater Systems in Northern-Central Turkana County
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Figure 4: Development indicator of Kenya 


